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Logline

A young group of mercenaries called Dingoes orchestrate an escape from
the treacherous organisation that changed them from orphans and
delinquents into highly skilled assassins.
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Synopsis
Dingoes tells the story about an assortment of young orphans and delinquents who are taken
and drilled into becoming highly trained mercenaries, used to bring down various cartels and
crime organisations out of reach from the law.

When a young woman is kidnapped by the infamous Red Brethren Crime Family and held for
ransom against her father - a young Dingo, Stone - is forced to take drastic steps to ensure this
long-awaited opportunity for freedom does not go to waste.

While the Dingoes feel they have come from troubled backgrounds and now find themselves
trapped in a life of corruption, they come to realise freedom can be gained through a change
of perspective thanks to the guidance of various characters we meet throughout the story who
demonstrate the formation of trust through the breaking of generational cycles of scepticism
and suspicion.
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Theme & Conflict
DINGOES is very much a coming of age story set in the
heart of Australia. A testament to what can be achieved
when hearts and minds – both young and old - come
together to achieve a mutual goal. In the dynamic of an
action packed thriller/drama, the story explores individuals
of different upbringings, experiences, skills and beliefs into
one life-threatening circumstance, a circumstance
founded buy the mutual desire for freedom and the price
needed to pay for such a cause.

In an attempt to escape a world of violence and pain. Our
central characters will be put to the ultimate test as they
deal use the skills they were trained to with fight their way
out of the dark hands of the people who made them into
the “animals”they are today.
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The Characters

Stone
Stone was an orphan. Left at a shelter by his
mother when he was young. He grew up in an
abusive environment dealing with abusive punks
on the street and in numerous boy’s homes.
When he grew up, he began fighting for himself,
keeping physically fit by fending off brutes in the
home which was almost like a juvenile detention
centre.

At the age of 16 he was recruited by Joan Decker
into the Dingoes. Decker took advantage of
Stone, growing him into the angry, fighting Dingo
he is today. But through all the years there’s one
main thing that has kept him going. When he was
abandoned, his mother left him a letter. A letter
telling him what his name is and that she had to
leave him out of love.

This letter that Stone keeps so secretly had
allowed him to grow with a conscience, a
conscience he’ll soon need if he wants to free
himself from this life he was forced into so long
ago.
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Joan

Decker was a former soldier and is now the
head of the Dingoes organisation. She is the
mastermind who plotted the idea of the
Dingoes force: Turning young innocent children
into animals with a goal for a more just city. In
the beginning she was once a solid tactician
and a confident leader with a moral compass.

Slowly over time she’s drowned in her own
authority, killing meaninglessly and putting the
Dingoes in unnecessary danger and executing
innocents. Her ultimate in this story is to
overthrow the infamous Red Brethren Crime
Family and pose as the top voice against terror
and injustice. However, the lengths she is
prepared to go might not justify the end goal.
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Steve

Draper was a former soldier turned arms
dealer. Running a small yet highly classified
and sophisticated gun smuggling operation.
Importing weapons illegally into the country.
When Steve’s daughter, Emma, is taken and
held for ransom he is forced to take desperate
and arrogant measures to find and blackmail
Joan Decker and the blacklisted organisation
working with her to get her daughter back.

After Emma’s treacherous rescue, Steve
forms an alliance with Stone and the Dingoes
to fight against the dark organisation that
nearly got his daughter killed. Steve
understands that to get out of this business for
good he must out his trust in someone else to
see the job gets done. For him, that job lies
with the Dingoes.
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Emma

Emma works for her father Steve in a small
local market. She becomes a close friend to
James throughout the story. One of the few
people in the world who can make James
crack a smile at times.

A feeling of home for him that he rarely feels.
Emma is a strong independent woman who
has learned skills from her experienced father.
As he is a former militant and firearms
smuggler and dealer. She is looked upon as a
poor defenceless little girl. She has much to
prove.
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The Cinematography

Various creative works have been resourced and referenced for us to encapsulate our ideal
look and feel. Such works include FX’s “SONS OF ANARCHY”, Black Label Media’s
“SICARIO” and Diamond Film Production’s “DEN OF THIEVES”. These three creative
expressions – all successful box office hits and fan-favourites - contain similar themes, images,
and emotional journeys that are mutual with the desired cinematic attributes of DINGOES.

These attributes include the use of extreme wide shots to capture the full Australian outback
landscape where the Dingoes film is primarily set, contrasted with a few scenes of city-scape
shots at night to diversify the amalgam of our Australian cities and their rural counterparts.
Enhancing the look and feel of Dingoes even further, we plan to feature two 5-minute running
tracking shots, allowing a wider range of the cinematic experience. In addition, this will provide
our story with two more things: a chance to tell more of the story with less dialogue and more
action to keep our audience on the edge of their seats, as well as embracing a newer, more
modern way of shooting that has proved to be an ever-growing and popular trend in the
motion pictures of today.
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The Sound and Score

Regarding the sound of Dingoes, the soundtrack will play
a significant role in the film. Our team is passionate and
determined to include the themes and culture of First
Nations and Indigenous peoples. We have a strong idea
to incorporate Aboriginal influenced instruments such as
The Didgeridoo and The Bullroarer mixed with a modern
orchestral background, resulting in an Australian
adventure of sound never heard on screen.

The Dingoes story after all is about working together to
achieve a mutual goal and the idea to bring people of
divergence to overcome the challenges ahead. The
same can be said for the music and score behind the
story, bringing together two “opposing” musical forms
to culminate one masterpiece of sound.
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The Location

The film will be set in the Australia of today. Primarily set in rural Australia, occasionally taking the
audience back to the suburban streets and illuminating city scape of Sydney, NSW. Our ideal
locations will pose almost as an extension to the characters themselves and compliment our
characters state of mind throughout the progression of the story.

Particularly out in the rural areas, Australia has always been depicted as a fresh start continent.
A country of boundless plains eager to be shared with anyone looking for peace. The same can
be said for what our characters are searching for. Amidst all the chaos of the world we meet our
characters in, the journey from one location to another will assist in telling the story of their
fighting journey forfreedom and peace.
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Conclusion
Director’s Statement

My vision for Dingoes began when I took part in a“60 Minute Australia” re-
enactment project entitled ‘Home of Horror’, which told the harrowing true
story of three young boys who were physically and sexually abused in various
boys-homes in the 80’s and 90’s. Jordan played the role of one of the
treacherous men who attacked the younger boys. My character was referred
to within the story as a ‘Dingo’. This was the moment that would begin to
shape my vision for what is now the original story of DINGOES.

Having performed this role and learning more about the tyranny that went on
in these boys’ homes, I drew my attention to the Dingo character I depicted
and asked myself, “Is my character also a victim?”. Whilst portrayed as an
antagonist in this re-enactment, the differences between the young helpless
boys and the slightly older Dingoes were not so drastic, both in age and
situation.

These young men depicted as treacherous delinquents were also subjected to
living in these boys’ homes and orphanages, operating under a lack of free
will, forced to perform these troublesome acts against the younger boys by
the higher ups who ran these institutions and ultimately called the shots. “Do
these Dingoes really want to be doing this?” and “do they have a
choice?”. With this idea in mind, my vision slowly came together both with
the imagination of the story itself and the imagery on screen.

- Jordan Devitre (Writer/Director/Producer)
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THANK YOU
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